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As it is indicated in the 
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the grammatical system, in that the 
them. At best, then, a 
set of ‘potential’ - rather 
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In the approach underlyin 
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(a) if /vitr@/ were shown to 
disjunct phonotagms ; 

(b) if /vitr$l/ were shown to 
contiguous phonotagms? 

As far as actual attestation is 
can, by itself, constitute the 
‘real’, and is in that instance att 

piece of evidence, while not in itse 
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add to this the fact that neith 
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found a 

a sense, then, their 
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ulder 1968: 48, 1’711-179 and 
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of virtual members 
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of certain vowels fi 

/6/ (form of the sign 
/6/ (form of the sigrz 
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remote possibility. 
regularities n 
conclusion, s 

glish we find the 

(witness the signa ‘stren 

a:- -- )Io_wever, sIIIIc;E; there is, in 

left-hand dependents can, i 
hand dependents, or vice ve 
on the basis of extrapolation, admit 
phonotagm. 

same nucleus : 

the occurrence of two left-h 
occurrence of more 
Consequently, althou 

/nmal/ an 

am indebted to Mr. S. Wadj- mmed for 
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No! on the contrrzry, 

both /t/ as a direct left-h 

! cm the contrary, 
suggest that such a poss 
would, on application 
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Consequently, we may r 
nglish. 

Step I 
Selection of a nuclear element 

nuclear distribution of this phoneme. 

Step 2 

es! on the basis of atteste 
left-hand depen 
at this point, an 
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